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A B S T R A C T 

The quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) models were 
developed using multiple linear regression (MLR), partial least square (PLS) 
and feed forward neural network (FFNN) for a set of 49 PTP1B inhibitors of 
diabetes. The MLR,PLS and FFNN generated analogous models with good 
prognostic ability and all the other statistical values, such as r, r2, r2cv and F 
and S values, remained satisfactory.  The results obtained from this study 
indicate the importance of dipole moment Y component, Number of H- bond 
and VAMP polarization (whole molecule) in determining the inhibitory activity 
of PTP1B inhibitor. The best artificial neural network model is a fully-
connected, feed forward back propagation network with a 2-5-1 architecture. 
This statistics is appropriate to the further design of novel PTP1B receptor. 
The similarity (CARBO and HODGKIN) analysis was also done on the same 
series which positively support the previous results. The QSAR study reported 
in the present study provide important structural situation, related to anti-
diabetic activity. Present study enlightens the path of determining the potent 
lead compounds of PTP1B antagonist. 
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Introduction 

Diabetes “a polygenic phenomenon has both 
genetic and environmental etiological factors”.1-

5This is a chronic disease related with ten-year-
shorter life expectancy or a group of numerous 
diseases producing the phenotype of 
hyperglycemia. “Diabetes currently affects more 
than 371 million people worldwide and is 
expected to affect 552 million by 2030. In U.S., a 
new case of diabetes is diagnosed every 30 
seconds; more than 1.9 million people are 
diagnosed each year’’. In Type I diabetes, there is 
an absolute lack of insulin due to breakdown of 
islet cells in the pancreas. Type II diabetes 
mellitus and its precursor state, was also known 
as non-insulin–dependent diabetes mellitus 
(NIDDM) or adult- onset diabetes and is 
considered by lack in insulin signaling in spite of 
normal or greatly elevated levels of insulin, which 
makes up about 90% of cases of diabetes.  
The most undoubted evidence for its use as a 
therapeutic target is that PTP1B knock-out mice 
injected with antisense oligonucleotide shows 
increased insulin sensitivity in case of normal and 
diabetic mice through improved IR signaling in 
peripheral tissues. There have been increasing 
interests in discovering and developing novel and 
potent molecules that can inhibit PTP1B. The 
choice of anti-diabetic study is massive from 
which the emergent small molecular objectives 
have been pursued for the treatment of diabetes.6 
Pharmaceutical industries have invested heavily 
in arena of kinase research with over huge clinical 
trials concerning kinase inhibitors ongoing. It has 
been expected that  half of today’s drug discovery 
is focused on the identification of novel kinase 
inhibitor as drug candidate, but therapeutic target 
class phosphatase surprisingly in comparison with 
kinase results are still in its infancy.  
In the emerging era of technology, computational 
resources are becoming an absolute requirement 
for the development of scientific knowledge based 
product.7 It has got a large number of applications, 
which include structure analysis, structure 
comparisons, lead compound design, 
identification of active conformations and 
pharmacophores, combinatorial library design, 
protein and binding structure, ligand binding and 

QSAR studies yield very good druggable 
compounds. The QSAR is a balanced approach for 
lead optimization when the structure of the target 
is not known. The underlying evidence of QSAR 
exists a relationship between the physicochemical 
properties of a compound and its observed 
biological activity. This relationship can be 
exploited for the design and optimization of novel 
ligands with desired selectivity and potency. The 
QSAR studies can help to accelerate the drug 
development during lead optimization stage and 
can reduce the huge time and money involved. 
QSAR analysis is become an economic necessity to 
reduce the empiricism in drug design to ensure 
that every molecule designed and tested should be 
as meaningful as possible. 

Material and methods 

A dataset of 49 compounds of 2-(oxalylamino) 
benzoic acid analogues (Table 1) was selected to 
perform QSAR studies.8-9Experimentally procured 
IC50 values (μM) of the derivatives were 
converted into the negative logarithm (Log 
IC50).Chemical structures of respective 
compounds present in the series were drafted 
using standalone module of 32discovery studio 
(version 2.0) and were finally placed in the TSAR 
work sheet (32version 3.3; Accelrys Inc., Oxford, 
England) five substituents10 for each compound 
were identified using “define substituent” option. 
Two-dimensional structures were converted into 
three- dimension in order to understand the 
ligand-receptor interactions well. For each input 
structure the CORINA generates one low energy 
conformation and predicts 3D-coordinates. The 
information regarding stereo chemical property 
and the presence of rings along with chain has 
been considered in order to quantify the model to 
be generated. Nextly, “Charge 2-derive charges” 
option was employed to enumerate the partial 
charge which is a prerequisite for various 
structural manipulations. The 3D optimization of 
structures has been carried out by means of 
“Cosmic- optimize 3D” which comprises valence 
terms and non-bonded terms. It evaluates the 
total molecular energies by considering the 
summation of bond angle, bond length, torsional 
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angle, Van der Waals and columbic terms for suitable sets of atoms. 

Table 1. Inhibitory Effect of 3a-n on PTP1B. 

COMPOUND ARC R2

KI(µM)B

PTP1B
3a4 R4

R3

H 23

3b R4

R3

H 1700

3c R4

R3

H 1100

3d R4

R3

Me

1100

3e14

S

R3

R4 H 108

3f

S

R3

R4 H 75

3g14 S R3

R4 H 37

3h

S R3

R4 H 2000

COOR1

NH

R2

a

COOR1

N
R2

OEt

O

O

b
COOH

N
R2

OH

O

O

Ar Ar Ar

1a-n 2a-n 3a-n
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Continue of Table 1. Inhibitory Effect of 3a-n on PTP1B. 

Compound Arc R2

Ki(µM)b

3i4

I

R4

R3

H 14

3j R4

R3

H 14

3k

N

R4

R3

H 160

3i4

R4

R3

H 9.9

3m4

NH

R4

R3

H

8

3n4 H
N R4

R3

H 18
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S

OH
O

R1

NH

OHO

O

Table 2. Inhibitory Effect of 3g and 8a-o on PTP 1B. 

Table 3. Inhibitory Effect of Fused 2-Aminothiophenes 12a-k on PTP 1B. 

X S

HO

NH

O

OH

O
O

n

Compound R1 

Ki(µM)a 

PTP1B 
3g H 37 
8a Ph 13 
8b 3-thienyl 11 
8c 4-(i-Bu)-Ph 13 
8d 4-F-Ph 8 
8e 4-Cl-Ph 10 
8f 4-HO-Ph 4.5 
8g 4-MeO-Ph 9 
8h 4-PhO-Ph 26 
8i 4-BnO-Ph 16 
8j 4-(HOOCCH2-O)-Ph 2.5 
8k 3-NO2-Ph 4.7 
8l 3-H2N-Ph 6.1 

8m 3-MeO-Ph 12 
8n 3,4-MeO-Ph 25 
8o 3,5-MeO-Ph 8 

Compound X n 

Ki(µM)a 

PTP1B 
12a CH2 0 12 
12b CH2 1 8.1 
12c CH2 2 12 
12d O 1 14 
12e S 1 8.3 
12f SO 1 5.1 
12g SO2 1 6.1 
12i C=O 1 1.3 
12j CH-OH 1 2.0 

12k 
O

O

1 2.2 
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Table 4. Inhibitory Effect of Analogues of 12h on PTP1B. 

Data set preparation and data reduction 

The statistical robustness and accuracy of the 
developed QSAR model depends upon the 
predictivity of test set compounds by the training 
set driven model. So, the selection of the training 
set is significantly important in QSAR analysis. In 
the present study, data set of each series under 
investigation was divided randomly into training 
set and test set. During the selection of training set 
molecule it was kept in mind that the most active 
and the least active compound of the series 
remain in training set. For QSAR analysis the 
training set molecules were used to build linear 
and non-linear models so that an accurate 
relationship could be found between structures 
and biological activity. The test set molecules were 
not used to develop the regression model but 
served to check the predictive power of the 
developed model.49 compounds from the series 
remained distinguished into training set 
comprising of 36 compounds and test set with 13 
compounds. Further training set has been used for 
multiple regression analysis (MLR), partial least 
square (PLS) and feed forward neural network 
(FFNN) for model improvement whereas, test set 
was kept to cross check the predictive power of 
the developed model31. There is a significant 
requirement of data reduction to eliminate the 

chance of correlation. It has been observed that, 
out of large number of descriptors only few are 
significantly correlated with the activity and many 
of the descriptors are inter-correlated which 
causes negative effect on interpretability of the 
final model. To overcome this problem, only 
significant descriptors are used for model 
development, which can be obtained by data 
reduction technique that reduces the number of 
non-relevant descriptors to obtain the most 
informative ones.  
Techniques like pair wise correlation analysis, 
backward elimination and forward addition were 
used to reduce the large number of variables to 
smaller number without losing information. These 
techniques are particularly useful for reducing the 
dimension of a dataset, enabling a greater quantity 
of information to be visualized, studying the 
relationships between different descriptors and 
preparing data for further analysis. 
TSAR methodology involves around 150 
descriptors in order to generate QSAR model. 
Being an integrated analysis, it aims at 
cooperative investigation32 of quantitative 
structure-activity relationships. Assumption of 
TSAR methodology depicts the importance of 
appropriate sampling of these structural 
descriptors in understanding their biological 
properties. The calculation of numerical 

Compound R1 

Ki(µM) 

PTP1B 

12h H 0.29 
22a -CH3 1.0 
22b -CH2-Ph 1.0 
22c -CH2-(3-MeO-Ph) 0.7 
22e -CH2-(2-pyridyl) 1.0 
22f -CH2-(3-pyridyl) 0.9 
22g -CH2-(4-pyridyl) 1.1 
22h -CH2-(2-quinolyl) 1.8 
22i -(CH2)2-Ph 0.27 

N S

HO

NH OH

O O

O

R1
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descriptors and employment of statistics to have a 
correlation has been automatically enumerates by 
TSAR software.  
The correlation between two of the descriptors 
may lead to false prediction of the QSAR model 
due to statistical instability. Also, it results in over 
prediction with difficult mechanistic 
interpretation.11The nature of descriptors used 
and extent to which they encode the structural 
features related to the biological activity is a 
crucial part of QSAR study. Molecular descriptors 
are terms that characterize a specific aspect of a 
molecule. It also contributes towards the better 
understanding of structural, steric, electronic and 
multidimensional properties responsible for 
activity. Mathematical methods such as, pair wise 
correlation analysis and backward elimination 
were used as descriptor segregation methods to 
reduce the collinearity and correlation between 
descriptors, as discussed earlier. The descriptor 
with correlation coefficient31 of greater than 0.6 
and poor correlation with biological activity was 
eliminated from the work sheet for reducing data 
and inter-correlation among two successive 
descriptors. Therefore, three independent 
descriptors, first dipole moment Y, H bond donor 
and VAMP polarization with good correlation with 
biological activity were retrieved.  

Model development 

The multiple linear regression method used the 
biological data as dependent and the calculated 

descriptors as independent variable to derive 
finest QSAR model. The generated model is used 
to compute the relationship between X and Y 
variable.  The positive and negative sign of 
regression coefficient in the attained regression 
equation directs the relation of descriptor and 
biological activity. 31Conventional regression 
coefficient (R2), Fischer’s statistic (F) and the 
standard deviation (s) facilitate the geometric 
consequence of the regression equations.12 
Two methods internal and external validation 
techniques have been employed to assure the 
authenticity of the generated model. The model is 
internally validated by 31Leave-one-out (LOO) 
method in which one molecule stays eradicated 
from the training set followed by recalculation of 
the model. This has been repeated with each 
compound until each of them is once omitted. The 
actual activity of each compound is then compared 
with its predicted activity. The actual activities of 
the test set compound were predicted to validate 
the generated model externally.  
Partial least square (PLS) study works as a 
substitute approach to avoid risk of over fitting 
and enlarges the information regarding each 
model. Partial least square (PLS) study has been 
carried away over the same training set which was 
used to generate the model by multiple linear 
analysis (MLR) in order to check the stoutness and 
predictive capability of the model. Leave out one 
row (LOO) was used to validate the generated 
model using partial least square (PLS).  
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Table 5. Actual and predicted activity data obtained from multivariate analysis of the training set compounds. 

Predicted activity (µM) 

Compound name 
Actual activity 
-log MIC (µM)

MLR PLS  FFNN 

3A -1.3617 -1.3434 -1.3568 -1.3467
3D -3.0414 -2.5439 -2.5584 -3.0535 - 
3E -2.0334 -2.0601 -2.1006 -1.8911
3G -1.5682 -1.3453 -1.3671 -1.614
3H -3.301 -1.9751 -1.9747 -2.3687
3J -1.1461 -1.025 -1.0095 -0.9410
3L -0.99564 -0.9504 -0.9398 -0.9408
8A -1.1139 -1.0105 -0.9941 -0.9372
8B -1.0414 -0.9480 -0.9302 -0.9584
8D -0.90309 -0.98439 0.97997 -0.9037
8E -1 -0.83883 -0.8324 -0.9247
8G -0.95424 -0.6707 -0.6525 -1.041
8M -1.0792 -0.6822 -0.6640 -1.0384
12D -1.1461 -1.084 -1.0969 -0.9059
12E -0.91908 -0.9589 -0.9674 -0.8257
12F -0.70757 -0.9612 -0.9625 -0.8817
12K -0.34242 -0.1477 -0.1684 -0.1971
12H 0.5376 0.3244 0.2995 0.2878
22B 0 0.2526 0.2615 0.0438
22C 0.1549 0.3393 0.3455 0.0311
22F 0.045757 0.0802 0.0823 0.1047
22I 056864 -0.1870 -0.1869 -0.1487
3N -1.2553 -1.3663 -1.3495 -1.2788
8F -0.65321 -0.5177 -0.5050 -0.5512
8O -0.90309 -1.0932 -1.0713 -0.9363
3K -2.2041 -2.3219 -2.3207 -2.4956
3M -0.90309 -0.8075 -0.7959 -0.5895
22E 0 0.3089 0.2887 0.1211
22G -0.041393 -0.3019 -0.2915 -0.0932
12J -0.30103 0.2466 0.2313 -0.0997
12G -0.78533 -1.2026 -1.2052 -0.9516
8C -1.1139 -1.668 -1.6651 -1.6443

3G2 -1.5682 -1.9324 -1.9367 -2.3467
3I -1.1461 -1.7326 -1.7227 -1.6048

12I -0.11394 -0.5826 -0.5988 0.1886
22A 0 -0.6317 -0.6399 -0.0687
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R² = 0.7932 

-3

-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 Training

Test

Table 6. Actual and predicted activity data obtained from multivariate analysis for test set compounds. 

Predicted activity (µM) 

Compound name 
Actual activity 
-log MIC (µM)

MLR PLS  FFNN 

3F -1.8751 -2.1742 -2.8365 -1.9581
8L -0.7853 -0.2735 -0.9479 -0.8384
8I -1.2041 -0.5324 -1.2644 -1.0738
8K -0.6721 -0.1943 -1.0675 -0.7636

12B -0.9084 -0.3352 -1.2593 -1.0112
12A -1.0792 -0.3574 -1.2792 -1.0513
3B -3.2304 -1.9475 -2.4251 -3.2272
8H -1.415 -0.5116 -1.2485 -1.0416
8N -1.3979 -0.7130 -1.4039 -1.393
3C -3.0414 -1.3357 -2.0169 -2.847
8J -0.3979 0.6898 -0.2908 -0.3681

12C -1.0792 -0.3027 -1.2301 -0.9530
22H -0.2552 0.9937 -0.0711 -0.2521

The R2 value for both the analysis was found to be 
0.793 which signifies the strong relation. The 
actual and predicted biological activity values of 
MLR, PLS and FFNN analysis for training and test 
set are shown in Table 5& 6 and the respective 
plots are shown in Fig. 1-3 respectively. 

Result 

Multiple linear regression (MLR) model developed 
with around 150 descriptors initially resulted in 
poor statistical values and high inter-descriptors 
correlation. The model had R2 = 0.73, s = 0.54, f = 

32.63, r2cv = 0.57 and r2 = 0.79, 32Residual sum of 
square=5.316, Predictive sum of square=6.342. 
The statistical equation was represented as: 
Original Data:  
Y = -
0.16149086*X1+0.5170663*X2+0.065410152*X3-
5.3257103 

Fig. 1. Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of MLR. 
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The improvement of the statistical values is 
attained by data reduction. Data reduction 
leads to refinement of descriptors which gives 
an outcome of better model generation with 
good statistical values and low inter-
correlation. The 1st condition for the model 
validity deals with the ratio of the number of 
the molecules over the number of selected 
descriptors. This is called the Topliss ratio. As 
a rule-of-thumb, it is recommended that the 
Topliss ratio should have a value of at least 5 
(ratio of 5:1 for molecule/variable), MLR 
models with a maximum no. of 3 or 4 

variables were selected and given model 
completely stands on the parameter of this 
ratio. The three independent descriptors, first 
atom dipole moment Y, H-bond and VAMP 
polarization were selected with high t value 
and good correlation with biological activity. 
13-15These has been chosen after marking
stepping as zero with elimination of less
significant variables. The statistical
significance was polished by identifying
potential 1 outliers and was deleted. These
outliers were having high residual values.

Table 7. Equation Statistical values and the descriptors used for the development of MLR & PLS model. 

Equation 
Y= Biological Activity 

X= Descriptors r r2 r2
cv 

s-
valu

e 

F-
valu

e 

Descriptors 

X1 X2 X3 

MLR 
Y=0.16149086*X1+0.5170663*X2+0.065410152*

X3-5.3257103 
0.7
9 

0.7
9 

0.7
5 

0.54 
32.6

3 
Dipole 
momen

t Y 

H 
bond 
dono

r 

VAMP 
polarizatio

n 
PLS 
Y= 

-0.17298132*X1+ 0.71130329*X2+
0.0721552*X3- 5.987565 

0.7
9 

0.7
9 

0.7
5 

0.50 -- 

Finally, the model developed after descriptor 
refinement and deletion of outliers has been 
recognized as robust model and fulfilled 
statistical criteria. The statistical values 
obtained through this model with three 
descriptors are R2 = 0.79, s = 0.40, f = 40.92, 
r2

cv = 0.75 and r = 0.89. The remaining 
compounds of the dataset were used as test 
set for the external validation of the generated 
model. A correlation coefficient graph 

between actual activity and estimated activity 
shows R2 value of 0.793. Value of R2 clearly 
validates the generated model and illustrates 
its good predictive ability along with high 
statistical significance. All the t-test values, 
Jacknife SE and Covariance SE values (Table 
8) were significant for best model that
confirms the importance of each selected
descriptor.
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Table 8. t-test values, Jacknife SE and Covariance SE for the selected descriptors. 

Partial least square (PLS) was performed over 
the same model to confirm the predictive 
ability and improvement of the generated 
model.16-19The r2 value of 0.793 proves the 
high predictive ability of the model generated 
by MLR and PLS.   
The statistical equation is 
Y = -0.17298132*X1+ 0.71130329*X2+ 
0.0721552*X3- 5.987565 

Where X1 = 31Dipole Moment Y Component 
(whole molecule), X2 = No of H Bond (whole 
molecule), X3=VAMP Polarization YY (whole 
molecule) 
Statistical significance = 1.09, Residual sum of 
square = 7.320, Predictive sum of squares = 
8.649, r2

cv = 0.75, r2 = 0.79, s value=.50 

Fig. 2. Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of PLS. 

Non Linear Regression analysis: The feed 
forward neural network (FFNN) study was 
carried out using the same data set, by Net 
Configuration 2-5-1, and amount of data 
excluded for testing was set to 25%, which 
was used for cross-validation to assess the 
performance of the trained net. The best 

model having closer values of test RMS fit = 
0.0660 and best RMS fit = 0.0668 and r2 = 
0.881 of the training and r2 = 0.859 of the test 
set was obtained. Dependency plots were 
drawn to analyze the influence of each 
independent parameter versus biological 
activity. 

R² = 0.7929 

-3

-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1

Training

Test

Descriptor t-value Jacknife SE Covariance SE 

Dipole Moment Y -5.3653 0.030304 0.030099 
VAMP 5.7913 0.012135 0.011294 
H2 Bond Donor 2.9249 0.16471 0.17678 
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Fig. 3. Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of FFNN. 

Table 9. Correlation matrix of three most important descriptors used to develop the model. 

Interpretation of Descriptors 

Total dipole moment is electrostatic 
descriptor which explains the charge 
distribution in a molecule. Dipole moment is a 
3D electronic descriptor that specifies the 
strength and orientation conduct of a 
molecule in an electrostatic field. It is 
projected by utilizing partial atomic charges 
and atomic coordinates. The dipole moment is 
often considered as the direct characteristic of 
the polarity of a molecule.20-22 So as according 
to all the three models (MLR, PLS and FFNN) 
total dipole moment descriptor is negatively 

interrelated with the biological activity, this 
indicates that decreasing the polarity of the 
molecule or lead compound by substituting 
such groups that decrease the polarity of the 
molecule as a whole will account for an 
increase in the biological activity which is well 
described T value of -6.8075 
Hydrogen bond donor (whole molecule) is 
negatively interrelated with biological activity 
by decreasing the number of hydrogen bond 
donor, inhibitory activity can be increased. 
The correlation is further explained by the 
descriptor T value 4.4693. 

R² = 0.8818 

-3.5

-3

-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1

Training

Test

Dipole Moment 
X1 

No. of H2 Bond 
X2 

VAMP Polarization 
X3 

Dipole Moment 
X1 

1 

No. of H2 Bond 
X2 

0.048271 1 

VAMP Polarization 
X3 

0.067538 0.28305 1 

Log IC50 value 
Y 

-0.43272 0.40392 0.58733 
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31Vamp is a semi empirical molecular orbital 
package in TSAR Version 3.3 which illustrates 
the nuclear repulsion energy and reckons the 
electrostatics properties. The vamp nuclear 
energy explains the nuclear repulsion-driven 
developments in the molecule and might 
acquire conformational changes or atomic 
reactivity in the molecule. Vamp depicts 
negative correlation with the biological 
activity thereby concluding that with the 
decrease in electrostatic nature of the 
substituents there would be an impetus in 
biological activity of prime molecule. If there 
are more electron withdrawing groups there 
will be additional atoms to contribute to the 
energy terms resulting in increased nuclear 
energy.23-25The increase in nuclear energy 
goes with the reduction of biological activity. 
The correlation is further explained by the 
descriptor T value 6.8075. 

Similarity Based analysis on  2-
(oxalylamino) benzoic acid derivatives 

33Similarity indices signify a quantitative 
measure of the similarity among two 
molecules on the basis of their size, shape, 
electronic distribution, lipid solubility, water 
solubility, or chemical reactivity .Molecular 
similarity was introduced as a concept by 
Carbo.  
The most broadly used form of similarity 
index applied to calculation of 3D molecular 
similarity was proposed by Carbo: 

The numerator in the equation measures 
property overlap while denominator indicates 
similarity result. The difference between 
equations for Carbo and Petke(Hodgkin) 
index is only in the denominator part With 
respect to Carbo index, it is less sensitive to 
shape of the property but more sensitive to its 

magnitude [Hodgkin and 
Richards,1987;Richards and Hodgkin 1988]. It 
is defined as: 

The molecular33 similarity indices were 
calculated with the ASP similarity program in 
the TSAR software. Between the two 
approaches (a grid-based method and 
Gaussian approximation), the Gaussian 
approximation was used for calculating 
similarity indices because it thoroughly 
reflects that of the grid-based calculations and 
is much faster.26 A Gaussian approximation 
based NxN similarity matrix was built and 
subjected to data reduction techniques. 

Descriptor Calculation 

Primarily, more than 300 descriptor were 
calculated for series for (whole molecule and 
substituents) by Carbo index (NxN) Similarity 
matrix. The descriptors with the same values 
for all the compounds were discarded. The 
correlation matrix was generated to study the 
data patterns and to reduce data redundancy 
by Pair wise correlation. 
Stastical value obtained for MLR analysis 
r2 = 0.72, s = 0.51, f = 39.92, r2

cv = 0.64 and r = 
0.84, Residual sum of square=8.08, Predictive 
Sum of square=10.13 
Finally two parameters, highly correlated 
with biological activity were used to generate 
regression equation and evaluated for their 
relative impact on the activity of the 
compound in Table 10.  

Where X1= Combined Similarity vs. Molecule 
and X2= Charge Similarity vs Molecule 
Original Data: Y = -5.0566635*X1 - 
1.1768534*X2 + 0.5929991 
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Fig. 4. Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of MLR. 

The PLS study was also performed using the 
same data set and the resulted r2cv value and 
statistical signifies the high predictive ability 
of the developed PLS model (Equation 2), 
mentioned in Fig 5.  
Y=-4.5275674*X1-1.4307652*X2+0.45086622 

r2 = 0.78, r2cv = 0.65 and r = 0.84, Residual sum of 
square=7.222, Predictive Sum of square=11.496 

Fig. 5. Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of PLS 
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Fig. 6. Plot between actual and estimated value of training and test set of FFNN. 

The MLR, PLS and FFNN graphs plotted 
between the actual and predicted activities of 
training set as well as test set of compound,27-

28 as shown Fig. 4-6. The correlation of 
biological activity of compounds is given in 
Table 11. 
Non Linear Regression analysis: The feed 
forward neural network (FFNN) study was 
performed using the similar data set, by net 

configuration 2-5-1, and amount of data 
excluded for testing was set to 30%, which 
was used for cross-validation to assess the 
performance of the trained net. The best 
model having closer values of test RMS fit = 
0.1456 and best RMS fit = 0.033 and r2 = 0.864 
of the training and r2 = 0.734 of the test set 
was obtained.  

Table10. Correlattion matrix showing descriptor entered model 

Combined Similarity vs. 
Molecule (X1) 

Charge Similarity vs 
Molecule (X2) 

EC50

Combined Similarity vs. 
Molecule (X1) 

1 0.3541 -0.55365

Charge Similarity vs 
Molecule (X2) 

0.3541 1 -0.50657

EC 50 -0.55365 -0.50657 1 
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Table 11. Correlation of biological activity of active and inactive molecules of training set with all three descriptors. 

(Fig. 7) shows the alignment of most active 
compound (22 i) within the active site of 
PTP1B receptor.29-30The compound showed 
hydrogen bond interaction with LYS 1116, 

PHE 1182 and Van der Waal interaction with 
ARG 1112. 

Fig. 7. Binding mode of most active compound into the crystal structure of PTP1B. Green dotted line represents 
hydrogen bond interaction and pink dotted line represents Van der Waal interaction. 

Conclusion 

All the results were discussed above, indicate 
that the using MLR, PLS and FFNN analysis 
with molecular descriptors34-35 belongs to 2-
(oxalylamino) benzoic acid derivatives and 
generated highly robust QSAR models. 
Molecular parameters such as lipophilic, 
shape, and electronic design of 2-
(oxalylamino) benzoic acid are considered to 
be important contributors to their biological 

properties and it can also be used for the 
designing of further new anti-diabetic 
compounds with more potency and reduced 
mechanism based side effect of traditional 
anti-diabetic agents. The results obtained 
from same series in similarity analysis 
(charge, combined,) also support the MLR, 
PLS and FFNN results with correlation 
coffecient greater than 7. This information 
about the 2D-requirement of the compound 
showed the robustness of the model i.e. of 

Name of 
Compound 

Biological activity –
log MIC (µM) 

Dipole moment Y 
component 

(whole 
molecule) 

VAMP 
Polarisation YY 

(whole 
molecule) 

Hydrogen Bond 
donor 
(whole 

molecule) 

Active 
Compound 22 i 0.56864 1.17949 41.786 3 

Inactive 
Compound 3H -3.301 0.17402 26.418 

3 

N
S

O

NH O

O O

O

ARG 112 LYS 116

PHE 1182

PHE 1182
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great value for the novel design of new PTP1B 
derivatives of pharmaceutical importance.  
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